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West Block Expansion Plans Include Highrise
By MCGREGOR SCOTT
St.rr Reporter
As part of its master plan for the
development of the Hastings campus and surrounding facilities. the
Hastings administratIOn IS advancing on two fronts 10 Improving the
West Block facility. The first is
through Improved services to the
tenants of apartment bUildings owned
by the school. The ,econd IS through
construction of an office bUilding on
a large part of the block .
The West Block IS the term given
to the area immediately west of the
200 McAllister BUilding. bounded
by McAllister. Larkin. and Golden
Gate ｾｴｲ･ｳＮ＠
fhe block I> currently composed of a parking lot.
apartment bullulIlgs. commercial
buslllesscs. UC office space. and the
200 McAllister buildlllg
Hastlllgs currently owns and operates fi\c apartment buildlllgs III
the West Block area The mallltenance and operation of these buildings has generated much publiCIty
recently through the accusatIOns of
Assemblyman Art Agnos. ａｾ＠ part of
an effort to improve ItS operation of
the build 109. last laU management of
the faCIlities \\as turned over Milton
Meyer. Inc .. the same profeSSional

management firm that operates
McAllister Tower.
In an interview with the La"
News. Dean Bert Prunty gave three
reasons for this transfer: (I) to red uce
the number of school employees
Involved in the management of the
apartments. so as to reduce liability;
(2) to Improve the level of service
available to the tenant s; and (3) to
bring all school facilities mto conformance with the San Francisco
housing code
Milton Meyer is managing the
apartment buildmgs on a month-tomonth basis pend 109 the hlnng of a
full-time firm. Competitive bidding
is gOing on now. and the admmistration anticipates finishmg biddmg by
the end of February. and that the
Board of Directors "ill take action
at Its March meet mg. Dean Prunty
mdicated his satisfaction "ith the
job that Milton Meyer has done.
noting that relinquishing management control saved Hastings $10.000
last semester
The Law News spoke to a ｈ｡ｾｴﾭ
lOgs student (who ｡ｾｫ･､＠
to remain
anonymous) currentl} Ilvmg 10 the
260 McAllister apartment building.
He expressed general satisfaction
with the facilities and \\lth his studio
apartment. The
. rtment and the

building are clean and have no senous defiCiencies except for a lack of
wall outlets
The student noted that a marked
Improvement had occurred 10 the
management of the facilities slOce
Milton Meyer took over 10 September. Among these Improvements
are the hmng of a full-time mamtenance man for the arartment buildlOgs. In addition. a thorough spraying of the hUildlOg elimmated problems with parasites.
The second part of the de\elorment of the West Block IS the con
ｾｴｲｵ｣ｬｯｮ＠
of a six-story office bulldmg. to be called the Golden Gate
Buildmg. The final FnVlronmental
Impact Report (EIR) IS currently
bemg studied by experts for presentation to the Board of Directors this
spnng. When the EI R is presented. a
public hearing Will be held to allow
input from all those affected by the
project At thiS meet mg. the Board
\\ill deCide first if the EIR is sufficient. and if It IS. whether to proceed
\\Ith the project .
A,s designed by the architectural
firm of<;kldmore. Owens. & Mernll.
the build 109 would be a Six-story
facility architecturally harmonious
\\Ith the 200 \.1cAliister bUilding It
'Hluld have a total of 160.000 square

West bIotk addition (arro,,) "ill
indudt' nt'''' sjll-story offi« buildinl
and adjattllf lardens.

feet of ｾｰ｡｣･Ｎ＠
In addition. a 2-level
parking garage "ould be constructed
beneath the building.
A bookstore. auditorium. and restaurant are planned for the first

noor Floor-. 2 through 6 w(\uld be
space. ｰ｡ｲｴｬｾ＠
to be used
public ｯｴｦｩ｣ｾ＠
by Hasllng' and C. with' :'l remainder being leased to the State 01
Continued on pace 11

Low Pay, Heavy Workload

LWR Instructors
Hard to Hire, Keep
8, l.I"OA n:lD\1Al\'
Staff Reporter
If you ask Its directors and instructors. Hastings' legal Writing
and Research (LWR) Program has
ｧ･ｮｲ｡ｬｾ＠
drawn pral>e. But If you
ask the students. the o,crwhc1mlllg
responsc ,,"it depends on \\ hich
III tructor you get."
fhe 24 current l W R Instructor-.
are IIldecd 'aned. Virtually all are
practicing attorneys. '>ome are partners in law firms. ,\hlle others run
their 0\\ n solo practil'es; some work
III the Attorney General" or Public
Defender\ Ofllces. and a Ie\\ arc
general counsel in corporal ion,. But
they all ,eem to have one thlllg in
common : hard work . low pay. and a
lack of ulllformity :hat has dISturbed
both students and facult) .
Instructor are hm'd b) the Director of l W R. Sandra Verh,,,,!!en. and
the Faculty Director of legal WntIIlg Programs. Irene Cohn
E,!eh ear. Ha tlng loses about
halilb Instructors. leaSIng about 12
opelllngs J he burnout rate IS high .
accordlllg to Verhoogen . due to hard
worl; for \ ery little pay. The -alan
for first year instructors" a meager
1.750 per year. while second and
third lear instructor'> earn onh
ｓｾＮｏ＠
and $2.250 respecll\ ely
The hinng pr(\ce.s i. three-llered
First. ad\crtlo,cment are po ted In
'anou ｰｬ｡｣ｾＮ＠
Includlllg Cit} HaU
and 17,,' Record..r. Hastlllgs ｲ･ｱｵｩｾ＠
a co, er letter. a resume and a legal
wnting sample Appro'lmately IDO
resume. are usually rccc" ed
Accordmg to \'erhoogen. he and
Cohn Ilr t look at two things. who
the per on is. and their \\ nung skills
Teaching c'perience IS not reqUired .

but I con Idered n e\ ehmlllatl'
about one-half the applicanh OJ \Cd
solely on their resume and "ntlng
<ample The other half are sent an
actual student paper to correct.
Of ｴｨｾ＠
applicants \\ ho send back
the student paper. Verhoogen and
Cohn look for whether the applicant
picked up on all 01 the problems In
the paper. as "ell ｡ｾ＠ made con'truclI\ecomments that would be helpful
to the student. After eliminating
ｾｯｭ･＠
of thi, group. about three
time, the number of mstructors
needed remam r ｨ･ｾ＠
people arc
inten ie\\ed for about 45 mmute,
each.
Once the m\tructor, are chosen.
they attend summer \\orkshops.
\\ here they prepare their program
Although certam letters and memorandum mu,t be completed b) each
student. uch 3' a poinh and authorIties. a client letter. an oral argument
and a demand leiter. the mqructors
ha\e much lalttude III formulating
the cia"
J here are ad\dntage and dlSiJd,antag to hiring practlcmg attornevs. On t he one ha nd . notcs an
1\\ R Instructor m,tructor are immersed In the practICe of law. SO the)
"m gi\e ,tudcnts a real world perspet'li\e On the other hand . fulltime attorne) ha, e other obligation "hleh limit thetr a,allab"lt} to
students.
"I'or the eompen. ation im ols ed.
u's diffit'U1t to expect full-time attornc}s to de\ote a' much time as one
one former
would like to ,ce." ｳ｡ｾ＠
L\\ R in,tructor.
O\cr the ｾ･｡ｲｳ
Ｎ＠ students ha\e complalllcd of a lack of ulllformity in
Continued on pale 10
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High Court Hears Arguments from Hastings Professors
BY SHARON MIERAN
Staff Reporter
Within the past several months
two professors from Hastings have
argued cases before the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Marian Johnston, a Deputy Attorney General with the State Attorney General's office in Sacramento,
served as an adjunct professor at
Hastings from 1982-1985. and taught
a seminar on civil rights. Appropriately, in her appearance before the
Court she argued for the civil rights
of women who desired to return to
their jobs after having taken pregnancy leave.
In California Federal Savings and
Loan Association v. Guerra, 55 U.S.
Law Week 4077 (1987). Johnston

represented a female employee of
California Federal Savings and
Loan, who filed a complaint against
her employer in 1982 when she was
not given her job back after having
taken pregnancy leave.
The statute which Johnston deｦ･ｮ､ｾ＠
(California Government Code
§ 12945) was enacted in 1978 and
provides in pertinent part that women would be allowed to take up to
four months of pregnancy leave from
their jobs, and still have thejob when
they returned. Johnston received opposition to her defense of this statute
not only from employers organizations, but also from the U.S . Justice
Department and, surprisingly, from
various women's organizations.
Johnston lost in district court, but
the decision was reversed by the

Ninth Circuit. She concedes that she
was concerned when the U.S. Supreme Court took the case, because
that Court has a tendency to reverse
Ninth Circuit decisions.
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in
her favor on January 13, 1987, and
upheld the statute providing for up
to four months of pregnancy leave
for female employees.
Johnston will soon be arguing
another case before the U.S. Supreme
Court. That case concerns whether
or not California can enforce Civil
Rights statutes against Rotary Clubs
for their exclusion of women .
Professor McCall teaches Professional Responsibility. Antitrust and
Consumer Protection law, and has
taught at Hastings since 1971.
McCall argued The Atchison, Top-

Shcharansky Says ABA
Should Renounce Soviets
By CHRIS PALERMO
Managing Editor
The American Bar Association
should refute its agreements with
So\ iet lawyers and hold no further
meetings with the Soviet bar. recently
released Soviet dissident Anatoly
Shcharansky said at a press conference on Jan. 30.
"Such meetings merely give legitimacy to Soviet lawyers," which
they do not deserve said Shcharansky. speaking to reporters after a
breakfast hosted by the Commonwealth Club at the Fairmont Hotel.
A diminutive, almost meek man,
Shcharansky appeared tired from
the effects of a multi-city tour of the
United States that brought him to
San Francisco for the frrst time.
Shcharansky also blasted the
American press and political commentators, calling them victims of
Mikhail Gorbachev's efforts to improve the global reputation of the
Soviet Union.
"H owever noble their views, they
help the Soviet Union's PR campaign," Shcharansky said. although
he stopped short of categorically
repudiating all meetings between
Soviets and Americans .
Shcharansky. 39, was released last
February in an exchange of prisoners . The JeWIsh physicist. who
founded the Mo<,cow Hebinki MonItoring Group to \erify Soviet complaince w tih the HelsinkI Accords.
maintains that he was never a spy.
On Feb. I. Shcharansky led about
1.500 people 10 a protest rally at the
SO\ let Consulate on Green Street in
Sa n F ra ncisco .
"1 his is a struggle. not of just
Jew s. but all people who want real
freedom ," he said at the rally. Atthe
pre" conference, Shcharansky
pral,ed the effom of common people. "students and housewi\es,"
whom he believes contributed to his
release.
Although offiCIal> at the Soviet
Consulate indicated Jan 30 that
they would meet \\,(th Shcharansky
II he agreed, he dl<,m"sed their offer
as In"gnificant

"A visit would be useless," Shcharansky said. "Consular officials are
minor bureaucrats who do not make
policy decisions."
ｓｨ｣｡ｲｮｳｫｾ＠
warned journalists
not to be fooled by Soviet peace
overtures, artistic exchanges, and
other "cosmetic" efforts by Gorbachev to promote glaSl1ost. or "openness." Despite this professed policy.
Shcharansky noted, the Soviet Union
recently passed tough new emigration legislation that disqualifies 90D,f
of Soviet Jews from even applying
for exit visas.
"If they want to change, they don't
need a PR campaign," Shcharansky
said. "They just need to let people
go."
"It is actually a new restriction,
not a reform at all," Shcharansky
said of the law, noting that it is probably designed to induce Congress to
repeal the Jackson-Yanik Amendment. That law was enacted in 1974
and provides that countries with
nonmarket economies cannot receive
most-favored-nation status, nor
government-backed credits, unless
they allow free emigration.
However, emigration rates today
are far lower than they were before
the amendment was passed. In 1973,
34,733 Soviet Jews left the USSR;
'jfter America and the USSR agreed
10 principle to the SALT II treaty,
emigration of Jews reached an alltime high when 51.320 left.
But that total has dwindled in
recent years: only 1. 140 Jews left the
SOY iet Union in 1985. fewer than
1.000 In 1986. Experts have blamed
hard-line Reagan AdmInIStration
policies. "hich have prevented the
Sonet UnIOn from negotlatlOg favorable trade and arms Control agreements. for the drop in emigration.
Some American journalists have
called for the repeal of J acksonYanik, to induce an increase in emigratIon, and the phased introductIon
of new trade sanctions If the USSR
Ins"ts on prevent 109 dissidents from
leaving.
But Shcharansky urged Congress
not to scrap the legIslation. "JacksonYanik remaim an important \scapon

in the struggle," he said, "but opening the gates will require a bigger
decision in the Soviet Union than
any induced by trade sanctions." •

eka, and Santa Fe Rat/wal' Companl' v. Jim Buell before the Supreme
Court on December I, 1986. This
was McCall's second time arguing a
case before the Supreme Court.
The case involved an action
brought under the Federal Employer's Liability Act ("FELA" . The
statute provides a cause of action for
a worker injured as a result of the
negligence of his or her employer, if
that employer is a common carrier.
In the case Buell, an employee of
the Santa Fe Railroad, alleged that
he was injured as a result of harrassment and threats directed at him
by his supervisor, while he was performing his job as a carman. A
group of carmen and the carmen's
union complained to the Railroad
about the supervisor's conduct, however Santa Fe took no action to
remedy the situation. Buell suffered
a nervous breakdown, allegedly as a
result of his supervisor's conduct.
The case was dismissed in Federal
District Court for technical reasons
(the court held that the complaint
did not state a cause of action).
McCall was asked to take the appeal

to the Ninth Circuit, which he dId in
the spring of 1985. That court ruled
in his favor, 3 - 0 that the statute
involved did indeed create a cause of
action.
When he discovered that the petition for certiorari had been granted,
McCall admits that he was surprised.
He shared Johnston's concern over
the tendency of the Court to reverse
A deciNinth Circuit decisions.
sion in this case has not yet been
handed down by the Court, but
McCall anticipates receiving a decision in the very near future.
When asked their impressions of
arguing a case in the Supreme Court,
both professors noted that the Justices took an extremely active role in
the proceedings. They constantly interrupted with questions and comments, much more than in any of the
other courts in which the two professors had previously argued cases.
Johnston commented that the attorneys were positioned very near to
the justices, and that the argument
was very "conversational."
McCall said that the majority of
Continued on pace II

From The Dean
Dean Ben Prunty
When Justice A. Frank Bray died
on January 1st of this year. the College lost one of its lastAinks with the
first generation of Hastings students.
Justice Bray, a native of Butte,
Montana, graduated from Hastings
in 1910, and served as a dedicated
public servant with the State of California for nearly six decades, first as
Assistant District Attorney, then as
City Attorney then as Judge of the
Superior Court of Contra Costa
County for 12 years, and as Justice
on the District Court of Appeals,
First District , Division one for 14
years, the last five of which were
served in the capacity of Presiding
Justice.
Justice Bray came to the Bay Area
in 1904 not to study law but to
attend the Mt. Tamalpais Military
Academy in San Rafael. He was
fond of telling the story of when the
great earthquake hit in April of
1906, he and his fellow cadets were
taken into San Francisco and drafted

to guard property against looters not
because of their excellent military
training but because their uniforms
were similar to those of the Army.
After completing the Academy, he
went on to Berkeley and finally came
to Hastings in 1907. He attended
Hastings during the time when the
College had a number of different
homes. H is first class was held at
Cooper Medical School on the
corner of Webster and Sacramento.
On the first day of school he is said to
have fallen for a popular trick played
on first year's and was directed to the
morgue for his first class.
After his graduation in 1910, Bray
practiced law in San Francisco for
two years before moving to Martinez to join the firm of J.E. Rogers,
soon to become Rogers and Bray.
There, in 1913, he met and married
his wife of 70 years, Leila Yeale.
Besides being a talented la\\" yer
and scholar, Bray was an avid football fan. He was very proud of the
fact that between 1906 and 1983 he
had missed the Big Game between
Cal and Stanford only once. In the
early 20's he had donated one hundred dollars to the University of
California for constructIon of a stadium: for that one hundred dollars
he was promised a lifetime seat with
a brass plate bearing his name and
class number at the stadIum. Although he had the same seat for
years in row 56, the brass plate was
always mIssing. In the late 70's he
wrote to Cal and told them that he
wanted to see his brass plate. Cal
responded that they had discussed
his problem with the coach. and if he
would go down to the bench during
the game and lean over that the
coach and the team would make sure

that his name and class number were
embedded in his seat.
Justice Bray had a keen interest in
Hastings and gave unstintingly of his
time. He served on the Board of
Directors from 1951-1983. He was a
past president of the Hastings College of the Law Alumni Association,
a former director of the Hastings
Center for Trial and Appellate Advocacy, and a member of the 1066
Foundation. In 1976 the Hastings
Alumni Association awarded Justice Bray the UC Centennial Medal
as Hastings' outstanding Li\ing
Alumnus.
Justice Bra) was actively invol\'ed
with Hastings for over 70 years. His
interest and concern for the well
being of this institutIon were unｭ｡ｴ｣ｨ･､ｾ＠
Although I counted hIm
amongst my fnends.1 knew hIm best
as a colleague and as the Chairman
of the College's Board of Directors,
a position he held for 25 years. As
Chairman he inspired loyalty. hard
work and sincere concern for the
success of HastlOgs and its graduates.
I wril always remember Justice
Bra) standing at the head of a table
\\Ith a glass in hIS hand givlOg hIS
favorite toast, "May the de\il cut off
the toes of your foes. so you will
kno\\" them by their limp ."
It is with great sadness that we say
goodbye to a man of such great Intelligence, humor and integrity
•

,
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Attorney Nelson Mandela Devotes Life to
By CHRIS PALERMO
Managing Editor
As international pressure to impose sanctions on the government of
South Africa has increased in recent
months, resistance leaders have frequently cited the plight of Nelson
Mandela, jailed leader of the outlawed African National Congress, as
an example of everything that is
wrong with South Africa. But who is
Mandela? Why do his admirers speak
of him with such reverence?
Mandela's story is a long and
tragic one, embodying and symbolizing the entire history of the black
resistance movement in South Africa. "The struggle is my life," Mandela wrote shortly after a wave of
arrests in 1958 forced him to move
underground , "I will continue fighting for freedom until the end of my
days." And Mandela apparently
means it; almost thirty years of his
life have been devoted to the struggle, more than twenty of them in
prison.

"The Struggle Is My Life" (New
York: Pathfinder Press, 1986, $6.95)
is a chronicle of those protests. First
published in 1978 by the International Defence and Aid Fund for
Southern Africa to celebrate Mandela's 60th birthday, the volume has
been expanded and updated by
Pathfinder and now contains nearly
all of Mandela's writings published
between 1944 and the present.
The book makes for fascinating
reading; it's a free-form biography, a
scholarly primary reference 'Work
chock-full of speeches, declarations,
memoirs. and biographical trivia.
Hastings students might be surprised
to learn, for example, that Mandela
is an attorney; he received his law
degree and began practice in 1944.
He conducted his own defense in
two of three criminal trials in which
he stood accused, although he lost
both. The book contains transcripts
of Mandela's statements to the
courts; the record reveals a twisted,
irrational form of justice.

the Struggle

But the government, each time,
had an easy case. Mandela, working
with the African National CongresS,
had vowed publicly to overthrow the
government of South Africa through
any means , including using violence,
which by the time of Ilis last conviction in 1964 had become widespread.
In any society, such activism is treason, and Mandela was duly charged,
convicted, and sentenced to life imprisonment on Robben Island south
of Cape Town.
All of Mandela's speeches are
uncompromising, and some are innammatory. Some provide a fascinating historical context for the debates of today. For example, as early
as 1958 , at the peak of the Cold War
and America's postwar economic
boom , Mandela publicly harranged
America for investing in South African industry. Such investment, Mandela claims, exactly resembles the
European imperialism of centuries
ago which subjugated the African
people and robbed them of precious

Soothing the Savage Skiier
By DINO VELEZ
Staff Writer
Ski weekends sometimes cause
more trouble than the pleasure one
gains from the skiing itself. The hassles of equipment, transportation,
and lodging can turn the calmest of
people into nervous wrecks.
The proper sounds, however, can
soothe the most ｳ｡ｶｧｾ＠
of beasts.
Music has a universal accessibility
which allo,!"s us to come together
and forget our troubles. As a veteran
of many misadventures on the slopes,
I have some suggestions which will
enable skiers to have the proper
frame of mind for a successful trip.

On The Road
At 6 a.m. people are neither happy
nor energetic. You've got to convince them that skiing 4 hours from
now is better than being in the sack
right now. You'll need an album
with wake-up qualities, such as Jeff
Lorber's Wizard Island. Lorber has
a bright sound on the keyboards and
a tight rhythm section to back him
up. Kenny G. blows a hard, straightup sax that makes people move.
As the sun takes its place in the
sky, you need to help passengers get
comfortable and drink their coffee.
Familiar company like Steely Dan's
Aja or AI Jarreau's This Time will
keep everyone humming along while
the car chews up the miles .
After listening to a snow report to
confirm conditions, the crucial third
hour begins. 'Your riders have been
su bjected to the confinement of the
car and will be a little bored. Of
course, the age-old remedy for boredom is a sing-a-Iong. Singing bonds
people because everyone has to learn
the words and sing them together.
From "Bungalow Bill" to "Ob- LaDi, Ob-La-Da" to "Rocky Rac-

coon," the White Album by the BeatIes will take you merrily to higher
elevations.
As you pull up to the mountain
you'll need some good guitar riffs to
help get the kinks out. Some people
like loud stuff like Van Halen, but
I've found that George Thorogood
at high volume fortifies the soul
because of his no-nonsense approach
to the blues.

On The Slopes
Skiing with music isn't for everyone because of the hazards created
when you can't hear warnings. I
recommend that less experienced
skiers ski without headphones because they already have enough worries just getting down the hill. Experienced skiers may ski with headphones safely ifthey use extra caution.
The type of music yo u should play
depends on your personal taste and
skiing style. You should remember
that skiing is a vacation and you
shouldn't play anything too heavy.
In addition, skiing is an outdoor
sport, so don't listen to Springsteen
sing about New Jersey or RUN /
DMC telling yo u to "Walk This
Way."
Those with a bouncy, funky skiing
rhythm might try The Untouchables' recent release, Dance Party.
The album contains their best version of "Free Yourself' and a great
cover of the Monkees' "Steppin'
Stone."
If you r style leans toward a harder
edged, rock base, yo u should try
Robert Palmer's latest release, Riplide. Fusing a throbbing bass with
ripping guitar chords, Palmer will
send yo u down runs until you're
breathless.

There's nothing better for highspeed cruising than U2's Boy. The
album has U2's distinctive ethereal
quality without the complexity of
The Un/orgel/able Fire. From "I
Will Follow" to "Out of Control" the
songs cover a range of skiing from
adventurous to insane.
As the moguls become choppier
and the bota becomes lighter, you'll
need high energy music to keep you
going. The Ramones' Rockel 10
Russia can turn the most timid of
skiers into outrageous mogul bashers. "Teenage Lobotomy" and "Cretin Hop" set the correct state of mind
and skiing form for an afternoon on
the bumps.
On your last few runs, you're
going to have to suffer the pain of
burning muscles in your tired legs.
You'll need The Cure to relieve your
suffering. Their collection, Slanding
on a Beach, includes hits like "Boys
Don't Cry" to help you make it
through your last few runs.

Down The Hill
A good warmdown always makes
your body feel better for the next
day. Reggae will relax the tightest of
muscles, but it may put everyone to
sleep before they reach the cabin. An
album like The Clash's Sandinisla'
will aid the transition down the hill.
Once in front of a roaring fire
there's no better type of reggae than
lover's rock. The king ofIover's rock
is Gregory Isaacs, and after listening
to his album Nighl Nurse you'll have
the remedy to all your troubles.
Overall, keep in mind that friends
are always the key element to having
fun. Music can bring out moods and
help store memories, but the moods
and memories come from the people
_
you're with.

Nelson Mandela has led freedom
struggle even from inside prison.

Photo: Eli Weinberg

Local Attorneys ,
Advocate Gay Rights
Bay Area Lawyers for Individual
Freedom (BALlF) is an organization ofIesbian and gay lawyers from
around the Bay Area, and is part of
CALlF-a California-wide lawyers
group.
The group is divided into subcommittees including an amicus
group, an AIDS panel and a law
student group- all devoted to improving the rights of gay men and lesbians through their connections with
and knowledge of the legal system.
BAll F also serves as a social and
political forum for many law students and attorneys, a service which
continues to be among its primary
goals.
Most of BALlF's efforts, however, are devoted to legal goals.
Amicus briefs are filed in several
cases, recommendations are made
on judicial nominations, political
forums are hosted. legislative letter
campaigns are coordinated and information is disbursed. But perhaps
equally significant, however, is its
role as a i1etwork to assist and organize lesbian and gay attorneys and law
students.
The law student committee works
toward creatingan inter-link between
the lesbian and gay student groups at
the various law schools in the area.
The committee hosts a barbeque/

potluck at the beginning of each
academic year to get st udents acquainted. The group then meets
monthly to plan other events, culminating in the annual legal career
forum, which was held last year at
Hastings.
The career forum invites local
attorneys to sit on panel discussions
on law firm experiences, law clerking, legal planning for persons with
AIDS, and police relations with the
community. The forum allows students to meet and talk with lawyers
about the experiences and possible
problems that they may encounter
as gay men and lesbians in the legal
profession. The forum was held at
USFthis year with Supervisor Nancy
Walker giving the opening address.
Another major project BALlF
sponsors each year is its annual
dinner. This year the dinner was held
at the Sheraton Palace, with Senator
Barney Frank of Massachusetts as
the honorary speaker. The dinner
was attended by approximately two
hundred attorneys.
If you are interested in becoming a
member of BALlF, or just in learning more about it, watch the LI L
GLSA in the basement of 198 McAllister or write P. O . Box 1983, S.F.
94101. Memberships are kept strictI)
confidential.
_
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Man About Town

Dien SUll1: a Lively Alternative to Breakfast
By ｍｉｃｈａｾｌ＠
BOLLARD
Features EdItor ·
Man About Town, for Its second
sober month of the New Year, explores the eternal question: what do
you do when you haven't got a hangover on a week-end morning?
Rejectlllg ridiculous answers like
going to the library, we decIded to
explore our second favorite pastime
eating. But none of that ham and
eggs stuff for us· we have that for a
snack at two III the mornlllg. For
those of us who are used to Bloody
Marys at noon, may we suggest that
truly post-modern, cross-eultural San
francIsco experience, Olen Sum?
Imagllle yourself sitlJng In a large
room consisting of about 50 tables
crowded with people speaklllg Chlnese III two dIfferent dialects while
women push carts laden with vaguely
unidentifiable food items and not
coming to take your order First of
all, pay no attentIon to the fact that
you don't speak Chinese, unless you
do. Go in, get a table, start III on the
tea and prepare yourself
Dien sum involves pullIng plates
of food off of passing carts until you
can't eat any more. It's that simple.
When you finish ealJng, people come
around and count your plates. You
pay about $1.25 per plate and usually eat for about three hours for $5 a
person .

ac

h

.,

Second, be fun and explore. Some
things will look familiar; most won't.
You may want to avoid the duck's
feet but the rest IS pretty good fare.
You may recognl7e the char su bow ,
su ml and har gow, perhaps better
known as pork buns, pot stickers,
and steamed pork balls, but you WIll
also find spnng rolls, paper-wrapped
chIcken, steamed shrimp dumplings,
and shrimp pot stickers, enough variety to satIsfy just about anyone
You may also see thlllgs pass that
you (and we) cannot Identify, but
that doesn't mean that they won't be
good if you try them. Of course, we
can't guarantee that they WIll that's
pan of the fun. One word ofwarnlllg
dlen sum is not a good idea for vegetanans, as mostllems contalll pork,
beef. chIcken, shnmp or a broad
class of meat we'll call "other."
A few ideas on where to get
started should put you on your way
to a fun-filled wild-goose-chase
through Chinatown. You should not,
however, believe that Man About
Town has given away all of our
secrets, and you should feel free to
try new and uncharted places. One
area with ample opportullltles IS
Clement Street, \\ hlch \\e have completely Ignored because you can never
find a place to park there anywa)
In Berkeley, try Yangtze River on
Shattuck A\enue above University

w
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PS OVERNIGHT
TYPING SERVICE
Typing - Word Processing
PERSONAL & PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY SERVICE
Intelligent Educated Staff

LEGAL DOCUMENTS
RESUMES
REPETITIVE ｌｅｔｒｾ＠
MOOT COURT BRIEFS

Civic Center Location
1540 Market Street Suite 420
San Franci co
431-5250
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A bll dIfferent you have to order
your chOIce, off the menu _ but the
food IS good and the pnces are
;lightly lower than most.

ｲＭＮＬ］ｾＺｊｉ＠

In Oakland, \\e've heard that Jade
Villa has the best dlen sum In the
enme Bay Area. Although huge,
youmay find the wait prohibItive at
times and should not be dIssuaded
from trylllg one of the other restaurants III thearea. Jade Villa is located
at 800 Broadwa) In Oakland\
Chlllatown.
In San Francisco, you have your
chOIce of se\eral excellent places
WIthin walklllgdl51ance of each other
III ChInatown. Louie's on Grant
Avenue is an old fa\onte of ours and
the name should not scare you off
It'S authentIC. The dining room IS on
the thIrd floor.
Crand Palace do\\ n the street on
Grant IS a bIt tounsty but may be a
safe bet if you're taking the (olb .
Around the corner on PacIfic are
t\\O more places \\ell worth ｴｲｾ＠ ing.
Asia Cardens IS saId by somc to he
thc best In S 1'-. but IS currcntly
closed for remodeling. On ur the
s(rcet IS the Hong Kong Tea House,
Continued on page 9

Louie's on Crant A >enue in (hina to"n feature dien sum delicacies
every morning,

"From the Hip"
By CHRIS PALERMO
Managing Editor
Holly wood has an unea,y relalJomhir \\Ith la\\yers entertalllment attorneys are often rercel\ed
by studio exeCUlJve, and wfllers as a
parlJcularly \ lie form of symbiolJc
paraSIte, necessary (or the survival 01
studios and talent, yet annoYIng
because they suck away such a large
;hare of the profits
So penodlcally Holly",ood responds ｢ｾ＠ filmmg a ;end-up of Ihe
legal e,tabllshment. and every lime It
falis. Last year \\e sa\\ Debra Wmger and Robert Redford trymg to be
"Legal Eagles" and they fle", hke
ｴｵｲｫ･ｾ＠
s. ThIS year'; releasc from the
DeLaurentll' Entertamment Group
IS "From the Hip: a sappy film that
star,Judd \;elson In his ,Ixth mOlJon
picture as Robm "Stormy" Weathers, a young assocIate out to up,et
,tully attorneys and the couns
Weathers i; a beleaguered mlslit
of an ｡ｴｯｲｮ･ｾＬ＠
and IS to be ejected
from the starched-.:ollar BoslOn firm
for \\ hom he \\orh(founded , \\e are
told, b) Oli\cr \\.'endell Holme ).
\\ hen hIS boss comes up \\ II h thc
Ideal trick 3"'gn Weather, an un\\ mnable case, let hIm make a 1001 01
hImself. Jnd ｳｵｭ｡ｲｩｬｾ＠
dl,charge
hIm Irom practice.
Sutthc Irrcpre, Ihle Weather decldL" thai the onl) ｜｡ｾ＠
to \\In the
case IS 1<) creale an uproar m the
courtroom \\ hICh \\ III d, Irdct the
JUf) Irom Ihe ment. 01 the ca c. HI
dlent has heen ,ucd m ton lor
punch ing out a pal and calling hIm
an "a"hole - C,)Jlfronted \\ nh Ihl'
dilemma, Weather, spend, hours
rc, earching the ie!,"ltimatc use 01

to the Trash Can

"asshole" mliterature. m an effort to
com mce the court that defcndanl's
use of tile term \\as nOI inflammaton .
But It docsn't \\ork, not as ,oclal
,atlre, and not as broad comedy
"elson ｷ｣ｾ･､ｳ＠
only in portraymg
la\\\er, a, buffoons, and ｵｮｾｴｨｬ｣｡＠
onc·, at that. Weathers and plamtlffs
coumel agree to " fix" the ca,e by
dl,cusslng their strategies m ad\ ance.
The only thing thcse attorneys can
laugh about IS , Ｌ｡､ｬｾ
Ｌ＠ fleecing their
clients
I suppose thai's par lor the course
fordlrector BobClark, who's kno",n
for Intellectually challenging films
such as "Porky"" and its piglet progeny But one ",,,uld expect more
from , ·el'on , \\ hn ｨ｡ ｾ＠ classicdl theatncal training and ｜ｾｳ＠
likable m
"fhe Breakfast Club" and Ｂｾｴ＠
Elmo's Fire." In an mter\lew ",ith
the I.a\\ 'e\\s, ho \\e\er, "ebon
re\ealed that he hasn't e\en seen am

of hIS la,t three ftlms , he consldcrs
hI, '" ork done \\ hen the la,l ,hot I' m
thl' can . He should ｣ｯｮＧｬ､ｾｲＬ＠
as \\eli.
the benefits 01 ,ell-.:ntlcl,m .
hcn Clark can't ｭ｡ｫ･Ｂｾｲｯ＠
Ihc
HIp" into a passable comcdy : it \\as
\Hillen by Bo,ton ｡ｴｯｲｮ･ｾ＠
Da\ Id r
Kelley, who may have been a greal
la\\yer, but he IS a painfull) umophlstlcated comic \\ filer, He lobs the
dumbest of cliches at us , dressing
them up asjoke" mcluding, yes. one
about la\\yers and theIr hnefs .
And Kelley even makes sImple
legal maccuracles . I may be plckmg
nm "hen I rOlnt OUI that "as'ault"
and "hatter)" are used erroneously
m the film and are ml,deflned
In short , the fIlm IS gro,sly negligent m attenlJon to detail. rins
together a gos\3mer thread o( a story
that's neuher innovati\c nor entertainmg, and never mtroduce, us to a
,mgle hkable character
•

Judd ＺＭＧ･ｬｾｯｮ＠
ShOOh "from the hip" and misses "ildly in ne" film
lampooning la,,) ers,
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EDITORIAL
LW&R INSTRUCTORS GET
AN "F" FOR UNIFORMITY
must learn effective legal argumentation
Every successful ｡ｴｯｲｮｾ＠
skills. At Hastings these critical techniques are taught during the first year
in the Legal Writing and Research course, which is required for graduation . According to the Student Handbook, the LW & R class is "considerably more comprehensive and rigorous" than similar courses at other law
schools. Is it? And are students learning?
Detecting widespread dissatisfaction among first year students, we
have conducted a number of interviews. What follows is a synopsis of
reactions.

- The quality of instruction varies widely.
A comment repeatedly made to us is that some instructors are excellent, others incompetent. Some offer prompt, effective help to students;
others repeatedly, inexusably, and unabashedly neglect their duties.
Indeed, some are downright immature and obnoxious. Furthermore, not
every instructor covers the same material in class, with the unfortunate
result that some students are better prepared to complete assignments
than others. Are any guidelines given to instructors beyond the assignments? If given, these instructions are not followed well.
Perhaps the time has come to reevaluate the benefits of employing
practicing attorneys as instructors. Getting a glimpse of "the real world of
law" through experienced practitioners who know the kind of writing
required is invaluable. And admittedly, finding competent attorneys
willing to teach a daytime class is difficult. But, frankly, first-year students
don't need the extra frustration of a careless instructor who's too busy to
grade papers or offer assistance. And there are plenty of such "teachers."

-The books, which are required purchases, are not adequately used and
are mostly waste of money.
Many of the reading assignments are optional, and some books are
never referred to at all-again, depending on the instructor. But there is
little correlation between the texts and what is taught in class.

- The library exercises are of unequal difficulty.
Some students are given moot iS,sues to research, creating little incentive to research exhaustively. Such assignments amount to a treasure
hunt-a circumstance LW&R leaders have specifically said they want to
avoid. Conversely, some assignments were excessively arduous.

-The outline assignment given at the beginning of the year needs a
follow-up at the end of the year.
After all, that's when the effectiveness of outlines must be evaluatedimmediately before exams. Furthermore, upper-level students (e.g. the
instructor's student tutor) should criticize outlines, not attorneys who
graduated too long ago to remember any useful tips. Some students do
not outline at all . A better method would be to devote one or two weeks to
the whole exam-preparation process: briefs, class notes, outlines, exam
essays.

- The re"'rile assignment o/ Ihe second research memo is useless.
Students need merely eliminate the instructor's proofreading marks to
complete this assignment-at least that's the way the rewrite is being
taught. There is little motivation to do more than apply " white-out" in
selected spots.
- Different instruclors use different cilalion/orm. Use or,he blue )k

book

IS

nol laughl.

It is true that different firms use different forms, and students should be
aware of this discrepancy in the " real world." But a uniform standard,
such as the blue book, should be used (there is a reason we shelled out
513.50 for the blue book, isn't there?). Then students can compare work,
and are better prepared for work on the law journals.

- Work in Ihe second and Ihird years is nOI illlegraled ",ilh Ihe
flr; l-year course.
The Student Handbook describes LW & R as an introduction to the
basics. But at a minimum, the specific application of LW & R exercises to
second-year activities should be discussed, so that first years can see where
their work is leading. Ideally, every student should have the opportunity
to complete Moot Court as well as work on a journal and the LW & R
course. Such a system would not oppress students, but would create
better lawyers by exposing students to the full spectrum of formal legal
argumentation .
These problems are serious, but not insurmountable. And to be fair, the
LW & R program generally (and Sandra Verhoogen specifically) has been
very receptive to change and student comments. But we have a pressing
need to rethink the goals of the program, take steps to improve the quality
of instruction, and clarify certain assignments.
•

Letters To The
Stereotyping
Chinese
To the Editor:
Celebrations and commemorations of our rich cultural heritage are
of great value to all. Nonetheless we
were surprised and saddened by a
number of the "decorations" recently
placed in the dining commons at
Hastings . While it is perfectly acceptable to decorate the dining commons with a cultural theme, it is
clearly not acceptable to include
decorations that endorse traditional
negative prejudices. Paper lanterns
and menu embellishments are one
thing, but plastic rickshaws and cardboard images of peasants which are
caricatures of traditional stereotypes
are another.
The cultures of the world . which
we are fortunate to have represented
in the Bay Area, have a great deal to
offer us. and the recent displays in
the dining commons were embarassingdisplays of ignorance, not festivit y.
Adam King
Michael Herzig

LEO P Defended
To The Editor:
Yo ur editorial opinion entitled,
"LEOP Money Would Be Better
Spent Elsewhere." stated "anyone
possessing high innate intelligence.
enthusiasm, and an analytical mind
is qua lified and should be an attorney." I agree.
I a lso agree that merit should be a
criterion for admissio n, but this depend s on how merit is defined . Your
opinion suggests educational achieve-

ｅ､ｩｴｯｲ］ｾ＠

ment, a narrow definition. The services and goals of the legal profession demand a broader definition
encompassing integrity. commitment . communication skills, ethics,
discipline, and social responsibility.
To me, your editorial reemphasized the necessity of LEOP. I thank
you for your unintended reminder.
Richard T. Sakai
Director, Legal Education Opportunity Program
To The Editor:
The editorial in the January 13.
1987 issue of the Law News("LEOP
Money Would Be Better Spent
Elsewhere") contains numerous false
assumptions and erroneous assertions . More specifically, we, the
LEOP organizations, take issue with
three propositions made by the editorial: I) That LEOP is a drain on
the school's budget and resources: 2)
that "law schools are not instruments of social change" and 3) that
the "best possible lawyers" are those
possessing top quantitative scores.
With respect to the first proposition, it was obviously made without
any factual basis. The LEOP budget
is de minim us compared to the overall Hastings budge\. If Hastings is
indeed suffering from "scarce reserves of time and money," the abolition of LEOP will not contribute
toward alleviating those problems.
In the second proposition, the
reasoning is inherently flawed. Law,
as exercised by the courts and the
legislatures, has always been at the
forefront of most social changes.
Thus, law schools, which train people to use the legal process, do bear
enormous social responsibilities.

As to the third proposition, we do
not know which standard theeditorial staff uses to define "highly trained
professionals" or "best possible lawyers." By our definition, a good lawyer is one who is not only competent
in his or her trade, but who is also
aware of the great social responsibilities that come with the privilege of a
law degree. Thus, It is Imperative for
to the inequia lawyer to be ｾ･ｮｳｩｴｶ＠
ties in our society. This is the goal of
LEOP, to turn out well-rounded,
socially aware, and dedicated legal
professionals.
The third proposition was clearly
made without an understanding of
the underlying philosophy of LEOP
in particular, and of affirmative action programs in general. The primary purpose of LEOP is to identify
an applicant whose cumulative experience has been such as to prevent
the applicant from participating in
the advantages normally shared by
the majority. Presumably, these "advantages" include, but are not limited
to. the opportunity and access to
quality education , a stable family
environment. and an absence of racial and or cultural discrimination
or disorientation. An applicant lacking substantial parllclpation in such
advantages is more likel) to attain
less competitve grades and to score
lower on standardi7ed exams.
LEOP simply recognizes that certain candidates, because of their
backgrounds, cannot be assessed solelyon the basis of quantitative scores.
LEOP does not admit unqualified
students. LEOP admits those who
possess "high innate intelligence, enthusiasm, and an analytical mind"
Continued on pace II

Penned From The Pig-Stye

A FINAL HOUR OF BOREDOM
By DAVID DANIELS
Editor-in-ChieC
One of the most annoying rituals
of the Hastings Experience is about
to begin . I refer to the Student
Commencement Speaker Selection
Procss. This process, which eventually results in the selection of a thirdyear student to speak at Commencement , is as fraught with apathy as the
selection of the non-student (that is
to say " real") speaker is with
controversy.
Despite the fact that most of the
third-year class is blissfully unconcerned with the issue, the choice
nonet he less presents itself every year
without fail. It seems there are always
enough egotists and budding politicians in each class to organi7e the
no mination;, see that they themselves get nomina ted and make sure
that o ne of their number gets elected.
Of course, the whole process is
made eve n sillier by the " unwritten
rules" that go vern it. The , urest way
(fo r ex ample) to loll' the election is

to announce publicly that you are a
candidate. Instead , those who covet
the honor of providing their peers
with a final
hour
of boredom
must develop hundreds of clever
ways to give notice of their ambition
without appearing to really 'I'Ont to
be elected.
My first choice, of course, would
be to do away with the entire concept of a student speaker. Quite honestly. I have never met anyone in my
class that I could possibly listen to
for more than five minutes at a time .
That is also, I understand, the class's
opinion of me. So there you are.
At any rate, if we must have a
student speaker, perhaps we can at
least eliminate the election process.
The faculty could choose a class
speaker hr us. Since they are accustomed to dealing with false inquiries
about their health and false compliments about their teaching methods
and their ties and all the other forms
of student flattery. they will not be as
annoyed as students are bound to be
when such tactics are used to garner

their votes.
If we simply lIIuSI have an election
for the speaker, I propose that we
bring it out of the closet and into the
gutter where it belongs. After all,
there is nothing wrong with wanting
to be student speaker. The candidates should admit it freely and
campaign openly. Naked ambition
and grasping self-aggrandi7ement are
the foundation stones upon which
our system of capitalism is built, and
the twin fountains from which our
income as lawyers will spring.
In order to facilitate a n open
campaign , the Law I\ews will endorse a candidate for student speaker
in a subsequent issue. Our endorsement will be based upon public
speaking ability, personality, stage
presence, and promises of extreme
brevity. In the meantime, all speaker
candidates are warned that attempts
to obtain name-recognition b} uSJIlg
the columns of the L.all New, wdl
neither go unnoticed nor unpunished, and II ill hl,.ell go unpublished .•
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OPINION
Dissenting Opinion

High Standards or Racisnt-A Matter of Degree
By PAT EV ARSON
Columnist
In its editorial last issue. the Law
News Editorial Boa rd stated that
"anyone possessi ng high innate intelligence. ent husiasm. and an analytica l mi nd is qualified and should
beco me an attorney." Looked at by
itse lf. that se ntence seems to advocate t he dis mantling of an admission
process based solely on undergradua te grades and standardized tests
because th iS process does not always
reflect a person's true ability. ot
su rp risi ngly. what they meant was
tha t people who do not meet the
sta nda rds of the admission process
lack high Innate intelligence. enthusias m a nd analytical minds.
T he ed it oria l stated that law
sc hoo ls must only admit the "best
possible students." i.e. those with the

highest undergraduate grades and
LSA T scores. in order to provide
"the best possible legal services to the
community," a position that ignores
the contribution programs like the
Legal Education Opportunity Program make to our legal educations.
Hastings' environment is enriched
by the presence of LEOP . It allows
intelligent and capable people who
can show specific circumstances
which kept them from attaining the
kind of standards required for admission and who represent those
parts of society traditionally alienated from the legal system to participate in the legal education process.
I n return. they give Hastings a diverse
array of experiences and perspectives to help us understand both the
role of law In society and what it IS
that society requires of the law.
How effective are traditIOnal ad-

missIOns critena. anyway? Do these
cntena rc:ally result In the selection
of the "best" applicants? Why is It
that a significant number of regular
admission students petition LEOP
for permission to participate In its
academic support program after they
receive their first semester grades?
Under the Law News hypothesis.
these students have already met the
admission standards. so they should
have no trouble excelling at Hastings .
Many LEOP students passed the
1986 fall Barexam. while many nonLEOP people did not. including
some A students. Obviously. a student's grade pOint average is not the
only component in determining performance in la", school. on the bar.
or as an attorney
I suspect the real reason for the
editorial was to draw attention a",ay
from Hastings' misuse of of trust

noni Soit Qui Mal y Pense!

TOIllorrow May Be Too Late
By G ER AL D T O MASSIAN
News Editor
As I was leaving 198 McAllister
last Fnday evening. I noticed a gathering of emergency vehicles near the
Hyde Street entrance I proceeded
u p the street to see what had happened. The paramedics were carcfully lifting a young woman onto a
st retcher. She appeared to have severe
leg a nd head Injunes. I recogni/ed
her face Immediately from one of my
second-year courses. but I could not
remember her name. A group of
Hastings students were standing
nearby. all of them shaken b) what
they had just witnes>ed. A car With a
sha ttered windshield wa, stilI at the
scene. Its driver \isibly trembling as
he talked with the police I motioned
to a friend. Rick. who left the assemblage of students and came over to
tell me ",hat had happened
It seems that ｒｬ｣ｾ＠
and hi, study
group had just finished meeting and
were leaVing 19 McAllister All ot
them headed north on Hyde except
for Joan who needed to check her
S IC folder for potential job interviews. She had looked before crossing. but then hesitated as she ",a\ed
a nd yelled good-bye to her friend,
T hat short mental lapse almost cost
Joan her life. I spoke to the Dean',
Office yesterday and was told that
J oan had lost her left foot due to the
accident and that she has to have
ex tensIVe surgery before she can be
fitted with a prosthesIS
Fortu na tely. the above inCident I..
still only a real possibility and has
not happened yet! Howe\er. there
have been more than a few close calls
this year. Faculty. staff. and students
all cross Hyde Illegally and that is

not going to change. Expecting everyone to cross at the signal is Impractical and unrealistiC. San FranCISco
Police ",ould have to go on a Jwalking crusade to achieve such an
ideal "tuatlOn I am sure that the
City'sl raffic Court can ill afford to
have dOlens of law students appearing dally to fight tickets that are not
real revenue ra"er,.
ｌ｡ｾｴ＠
",eek I learned that an overhead pedestrian cros>",alk connecting 198 and 200 McAllister has been
under consideration Since the latter
building was built Ideally this aenal
",all.. way should have been built a,
part of the new building. Con,truction costs are probably high but
unles, truly prohibitive. should not
Impede our need for salet} So far we
have all been prCll} fortunate that
no one has been struck by a car while
cro»ing Hyde . Let\ hope that it
won'ttake a tragic aCCident like the
one a, de .. cribed above to provoke
the con,tructlon of an merhead
cros,,,alk.

Note-LEOP
As ne"', editor. I recentl) asked
one of my \I riter, to do an informational article on LEOP. 1 ga\ e her
thl a»lgnment before the editonal
on L EOP \las printed and neither of
u kne" the contcnt 01 January'
edltonal Our ne"'s ",nter tried to
Inten Ie" Richard ｓ｡ｾｬＮ＠
Director of
l.EOP . but he refused becam.e of
time constralnb When an editor
approached \lr Sakal regarding a
pOSSIble interv ie\\ he Indicated that
he would ha\e to con ult certain
student orgaOilaltOnS before 'peak-

Ing to one of our writers. Needles to
say Mr. Sakal stilI ",ill not grant us
an interview
I realize that many students and
others ",ere justifiably unhappy with
the LEOP Editorial ThiS ho",ever.
､ｯ･ｾ＠
not ",arrant Mr ｓ｡ｾｩＧｳ＠
refusal
to grant our writer an informatIOnal
Inter\le", While M r Sakal does
have a respom,lbility to be Ｌ･ｮｾｩｴｬ｜＠
to the deSires of certain ,tudcnt
organizatIOns. the fact remalOs he i..
an employee of Ha,tlngs "ith an
obligation to the" hole student body
and the College.
If Mr Sakal thinks he is punishing the Law "ie",s for its unfa\ orable
editorial he "entirely mistaken . It i,
the organintion of which he is the
Director that \I ill .. uffer most from
hiS unwillingness to grant an informational interv Ie", We pro\ Ided
\,1 r Sakal" Ith a forum to allc\ iatc
some of the miSinformation that
abound, as retlected ｢ｾ＠ our 'cOlor
editorial ,taff and others Instead he
chme not to cooperate thus perpetuating ,ome of the misconceptions regarding the program" hlch
he admlm,ter...
•

NOTICE
The Hastings La",
ew is
accepting applications for the
1987-88 editorial board. POSitions
available include Editor-in chief.
Managtng Editor, and Copy Editor.
Request an application at the Law
e'" office. Room B-27. 198
McAllister.

funds by attacking some of those
students ",ho most deserved the
funds. Or perhaps the members of
the Edltonal Board regret they ",ere
not admitted Into Stanford or Boalt
Hall and ",ant to eliminate the
",eaker students at Hastings so Hastings can be more favorably compared to those highly prestigious
schools. It seems likely that the
members of the Editorial Board are
more concerned with their own status in the legal helrarchy than they
are "'Ith any needs of the
"co mmunity."
I grew up in a southern state and
attended a public school dlstnctthat
was not Integrated until 1967. when I
",as In the seve nth grade. The arguments the Edltonal Board used in
the last Issue are no different than
those I heard at that time. before
court-ordered desegregation became
the law. ThiS IS the most Important
reason the edltonal bothered me
feel ｡ｾ＠ If those dark
I ｾｯｭ･ｴｬＬ＠
days have returned. Recent events.
such ｡ｾ＠ the attack on marchers In
Georgia. the lynching In Ho",ard
Beach. the resurgence of the Klan.
and even this editonal attack on
legal education programs for the
dlSad\antaged. are familiar While
the language was less refined In 1967
the theme wa, the same. In,tead of
beginning wllh fallacious argument
based on arguable mean, of determining excellence and ending with
the Implication that disadvantaged

!.tudents lad.. intelligence. enthu>lasm and analytical minds. southern
｢ｬｧｯｴｾ＠
referred to the mongrelilation
of the ",hlte race. The difference i,
only degree.

The Third Year Class council has
unilaterally changed the proce" by
which the Class choo,e, the ,tudent
to speak at commencement '\0"'.
Instead of ha\ 109 the ｯｰｲｴｕｮｬｾ＠
to
vote for ",homever "'e "'ish. the ｾｴｵＭ
dent" ho "on/.I to speak must step
forward and present an outline of a
speech In order to receIVe any \ otcs.
ThiS ne" process IS Intrinsically
political. Only those ambitious students. those who have dreamed of
being the Class Speaker (for ",hatever ｾｯ｣ｬ｡Ｎ＠
career. or ego value there
is in it) "111 throw their hats In the
ring. The more ｲ･ｾｶ､＠
studenh
with ｬ･ｾｳ＠
self-glorification" ho might
have contributed more to ｈ｡ｳｴｬｮｧｾ
Ｎ＠
",ill be left out of the proce" The,e
ｾｴｵ､･ｮＧ＠
admire", \I ill be lorced to
ｭ｡ｾ･＠
them outline a speech that "'111
be ｾｴ｡ｬ･＠
a few ｭｯｮｴｨｾ＠
from no'" (Of
｣ｯｵｲｾ･＠
the glory hog, have already
written their 'peeches.)
I "onder ho", many members of
the Third Year CIa" Council plan
on running') By declining to run for
the position. each 01 them "oull!
prO\e that ｴｨｩｾ＠
ne" ｰｲｯ｣･ｾ＠
Ｂ｡ｾ＠
not
or her per,onal
tailored to meet ｨｬｾ＠
goals.

David Daniels
Editor-in-Chief
David Winton
Copy Editor

Chris Palermo
Managing Editor
, ... , fditor
futures Editor . . . •
Phologroph} ....... .
Production

•.••.•••.•.•.•••.••• Gtrald Toma\Siln

.. . . .. •. . .• . •. • . . . . . . . .. • "'fiehul Bollard
8ri.n Condon
Dr... 8.ndon
80b ",.nbourn.

EDITORIAL POLICY STATF\I[Q
I he H.,"ng> I ." :\e"" I> publIShed month I) by Ihe IUdenl of II. 1109 College 01 the I ."'.
l'n'lgnC'd editOrials rC'prc:'C'nt a const:n.,u of "pinion of the l-dllonal

Board The) do nOI ncct '3') rcpr."cnlthcoplnlon of ,nd" Idual mcml>er>
of Ihe l.", '''''' ,Iaff The Edltonal 80 rd con" I' of Ihe ｾ､ｬｯｲＭｉｮ＼ｨ･ｦ＠
Ihe ｾｬ｡ｮｧｉｏ＠
Fduor. and Ihe COP) E.dllOr
｜ＱｾｮｃＧ､＠

ｯｮｬｾ＠

oplOlon anlclc represt'nt the oplmon of the mdl\ldual \A.ntC'r
and n01 necC' anI) that of the I 3\\ c\\. thC' [ dltonal Rnard . or an)

laf! member.
The La .. , ... dot> not reneclthe \ It" ollhe .dm'n1"rallon. lacult) or
Board of DlreCIO'" of H. IInp College of Ihe loa .. unl.." 0 laled r he
Colle!!e a",nbc-. 10 Ihe pnnClple of freedom of .. pro Ion lor 'IS studenl
･､ｬｯｾ＠

QUC\lIon!\ and comment about ad\C'nl mg or edltonal content r.hould

be directed 10 HastlOg> l.a .. 'e" . H. lings College of Ihe ta",. 200
\le U"ler Irttt 'an franCISCO. CA 94 102
\it Jroullo, I ulta, 'lv/urn OdllJlmUl

Crtn, n,ccl VI.I.lmw
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OPINION
Pursuing the Dream of ｅｱｵ｡ｬｩｴｹｾ］＠
By ANTONIO U. SALCIDO, mother crying.
Still so vivid is the memory of
MSMA, CC
Chairman, Latin Republican
sitting on the sofa, her head bowed
into the palms of her hands; her
Commission
It was a very long time ago that
for the first time in my life I
witnessed an event of such emotion
and confusion that it should
remain forever transfixed within
my memory .
I had been watching television in
the early morning as every child
does. My mother, a young and
pretty woman, was moving about
behind me in the room, gathering
the toys that I had scattered.
1 do not now rightly recall if it
was Fred and Barney or Bugs and
Elmer who were interrupted, but
interrupted they were by what I
thought to have been a commercial, but what later reflection has
revealed to me was a news update.
At first, my attention was given
only to the Interruption, but then
my interest was suddenly focused
upon the sounds behind me that
were now no longer the wellknown shufflings of mom's funny
slippers on the thread-bare carpet,
but were an unfamiliar dissonance ,
an arhythmic ode that was my

weeping the only expression to me
of a grievous loss to her.
I did not then understand what
was happening. 1did not know that
a mother could cry, and so when
the Interruption passed, I turned
again to the child's world that I
knew. Yet, still, the puzzle of her
actions waited in a corner of my
mind until it could once again
command my recognition.
Years later, in the classroom, I
saw familiar images that evoked
that former day . Only now, added
to that recollection were other
visions of the smiling, young,
handsome man who had been
President, who had been killed.
In time , my Mom caused me to
understand that he would have
done a great many wonderful
things for us if he had lived. He
would save us from war and feed
the hungry, he would make us safe
from harm and even give us
money. He would change the
world , and all we had to do was
work and believe. '"As k not what

your country can do for you ... ", he
had said.
Like my mother, I was born in
East Los Angeles where the only
certain laurels of the fatherless
famify were poverty and humiliation. Mom would rummage for
deposit bottles to buy the pancake
batter that fed my sisters.
But there were three things of
which we could all be proud: we
were good Catholics, we were
Mexicans, and we were Democrats. These few things, together
with the fact that we were a family,
made us wealthy, and gave us hope
that the day would come when our
laurels would be transformed into
honor and glory.
The man was gone, but his ideas
and his party persisted. We stayed
with the Party and we worked. We
were certain that things would
change, that the barrio would
become a better place, that the
promises that were made to us
would be kept.
We were very wrong. The
promises were told to us over and
over again by the many successors
that held this noble man's banner.
We followed the banner; yet,

somehow, the man and his vision
were lost. The barrio did not
change for the better, it grew
worse. Rather than die with the
barrio. we left it.
I wish that the same could be
said of the many good people that
are still there, but they stayed
because they had been fed so much
hope that they had grown addicted
to it, even when it made them sick.
I believe that the man can never
be found again - if he could be
found, he would be much
diminished from my mythic ideal
- but his dream for me and my
family I have found again in the
Republican policies represented by
the present Administration.
For the future, I hope to see the
Latin community turn toward a
Party that does not offer pocket
change to a minority if they will
only sit idle, but asks them to stand
tall and work for a slow but certain
change in society based upon
merit.
The Democratic Party's policies
now border on racism: it is as
though they say '"Sit here, boy, and
111 toss you a coin when I've one to
spare". I prefer the Party that says

'"Stand up and reckon with me eyeto-eye; beat me at my own game,
and then tell me what course we
shall take together."
Does anyone doubt that a
generation from now the Asian or
Indian / Pakistani communities
will be affluent and politically
formidable? Of course not, because
they have not become enthralled to
the drivel that seeks submission
rather than competition. They do
not listen to the lie that society
'"owes" them something.
Conversely, does anyone doubt
that a generation from now the
blacks will be anywhere but the
ghetto? Or the Hispanicsanywhere
but the barrio? To him who does: I
refer you to current trends and
statistics, they have not changed
since long before Hoover.
I am now a RepUblican, as you
may have guessed. I could not
follow the man, for he perished. I
could not follow the party, for I
feel that it has lost sight of the man.
I am happy to say, however, that I
have followed his vision. A vision
first expressed to me by my mother
in an ode she sang a very long time
ago.

The California Bar Review

OU CAN PASS THE BAR
lOu Know It And Jte Know It.
We have over 30 Years of combined experience in preparing
students to pass the California Bar Exam.
BARPASSERS is the only state wide comprehensive Bar
Review dedicated exclusively to the California Bar Exam.
No Other Course Offers What We Do.

Call The BarPassers Hotlines For Infonnation
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
138 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 626-2900

ｾｓｅｒＮｲ

ﾷ＠
1-800-272-7227

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
1231 Santa Monica Mall
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213) 394-1529
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Offers help To Hastings Students

By CHRIS PALERMO
Managing Editor
In 1967 Thurgood Marshall be• came the first black justice of the
United States Supreme Court. For
Marshall , great-grandson of a sla ve
and son of a porter, law school was
the place where "for the first time I
found out my rights." Mar5hall devoted his career as a lawyer to fighting prejudIce In socIety.
While Mars hall had to struggle to
get In to law school, today there are
more opportunities for minority
students than ever. Since the 1960s
minority group members, Including
Asians, blacks, HIspaniCs, and native
Americans, have been represented in
Increasi ng numbers in the nation's
law schools. Between 1970 and 1985,
the number of mInority studenh
attending law school more than
tripled
Hastings established the Legal
Education OpportunIty Program
(LEOP) in 1969 for indiVIduals who
have overcome economIC, educatIonal. or social disadvantages In preparing for the study of law.
I EOP currently run; under the
dIrection of Richard Sakal, formerly
dean at San Francisco\ ew College of the L.a w. Sakal declined to be
interVIewed by the Law ews
A number of academIC support
servIces are offered through LEOP

A one-week orientation program is
offered in August. During the orienta tion , students begin to develop
necessary skills for law study including case briefing, exam writing, and
legal writing and research.
The LEOP First-Year Study
Group Program provIdes a suppor-

LEOP Director Richard Sakai.
tlve atmosphere In which students
can ask questIons, d,scus, problems
and develop their anal) tical skill,.
Second- and third-year student teachIng aSSl!>tants conduct biweekly sesSIons for all first-year subjects (except
Legal Writing and Research).
In theIr second and thIrd year"
st ud ent s may partIcIpate In l EOP
colloqUIa, which are study groups In
courses such as Constitutional law.
Federal Income taxatIon, corpora-

tlons, and evidence. Each weekly or
biweekly colloquium is led by a practicing attorney or third-year student.
The colloquia emphasi7e the further
development and refinement of analytical skill5.
Students not admitted under
LEOP may participate in only one
College-sponsored diSCUSSIon group.
on Federal Income tax .
Finally. students preparing for the
California Bar Exam are offered a
supplemental program to augment
the commercIal bar revIew courses
The LEOP Bar PreparatIon Program includes instructIOn In examtaking techniques, regularly scheduled practice examination'>, and
Indi\ldual review.
Candidates electing to apply for
admISSIon under LEOP describe the
circumstances or disadvantages t:,at
they have encountered and overcome
on a LEOP Applicant Statement.
LEOP candIdates also have the option of requesting a re\lew or Interview by a l.EOPstudent aSSOCIation.
such as A PLSA. BAI SA. l.A
RAZA, NALSA. orODl.SA Some
organl7atlOnS contact the candidate
by phone. in writing. or requIre
completion of a questlOnannalre
The aSSOCIation's observations and
recommendatIons may then be
placed In the apphcant's record for
conSIderation by the Admissions
Committee.

"WE COpy BRIEFS ....
LET US COpy YOURS !"

However. such recommendations
never completely determine whether
a candidate IS admItted or not : that
decision IS reserved for the AdmisSIons Committee. Appro\lmatel)
20",( of each class is admitted under
the provisions of l. EOP.
In the 17 years of its existence.
I EOP has proven melt quite successful Through I EOP. Hastings

recogni7e, its responsibility to contribute to the equalization of opportunities In the field of la\\ for those
\\ho, motl\ated to ,ene In the legal
profe-sion and ha\ ing the talent to
do so. have been unable to accomplish normal and traditional pre-law
preparation because of serlOU' educatIOnal. SOCIal , or economIc
d"ad\ antages.
•

ASH Notes
jl-teeling oj J2 JanuarJ'
The meeting \\as ca lled to order at
5:50 p .m . by ASH PreSIdent Steve
Elie Elie presented the lastest bar
pass rate statistics to the Council and
announced that the -WeekI)" deadline has been moved to Tuesdays at
noon.

The Council went into closed sesSIon from 6:05 until 6: 15 p.m . The
I.a\\ "e\\s has learned that the only
Item on the closed "ssion agenda
related to recent accusations in the
Law news that ASH PreSIdent Flie
and former Law \'cws edlOtr Robert
Yates covered up the appointment
of current EdItor DaVId Daniels In
order to prevent controversy .
During the clos-ed .,ession. Fhe reportedly explained his role in the
alleged cover-up and responded to
questions from Council members .
Bie later acknowledged thatthedt'>Cll>Slon
had been "candid ..

.Heeling oj 26 January
AS H PreSIdent File announced
the resignation of Hope Kalmus as
Ans and Recreation D,rector. Kalmus' \Uccc""or \\as nl')t named .

Since th" mecting \\a, intended
as a SOCIal e\ent and potIud, supper. the only other Ilem 01
businc", conducted \\as the apprO\al of the appointment of \lanm
\1iranda to replace outgoing thirdyear Representati\e Dan York .
ｰｲｩｭ｡ｮｬｾ＠

.Heeling oj 2 February
The \SH Council unanimousl)
pa"cd a re,olutlon reaffirming ih
support for [he l.egal Fducatlon
Opportunll)' Program at Hast,"gs .
Meeling oj 2 February
fhe ASH Council unanimously pa,,ed a resolution reaffirming It> suppon for the l.egal Fducation Opportunity Program at Hastings. •

Dien Sum is Lively
Continued from pa,_ S
a 1\0 a good place but t he wait has
doubled at peak tImes \\ ith the e'tra
cro\\d coming from Asia Gardens .
Down by the Embarcadero, tr)
'\ ank See at 427 Batter) Closer to
home . there" the '\fandarin Palace
on \larkel, hut \\c recommend It

only In a pinch .
One last idea for those of you on
thc go or who want lOthro\\ brunch
In bed and have the pleasure of being
able to kno\\ ahead of time : tl) the
take-out We stili ha\en't found a
place that deh\ers , but \\hen \\e do,
you'lI be the fir.lto kno\\
•

TURK STREET
PARKING STORAGE
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SAN FRANCISCO . CA 94102
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Professor Fukuda Returns to Japan
Dear faculty and ,tudents:
Thank you very much for your
warm hospltaltty dunng my stay at
ｈ｡ｾｴｩｮｧ
ＬＮ＠
I really appreciate your
courtesy. I w III leave for Japan thi,
Saturday to commence my professorship there.
It was a great experience for me to
study and research Amencan law at
this inslttutlon. Because of the
amount of assistance and kindness
from you. I was able to do my research with fruitful results. I remember many things. such as Law Revue.
the reject letter contest. dance party.
Monte Carlo night . etc. I really
enjoyed my American law school
life.
H owner. I was saddened by Pror.
Riegger's death. It was May 24,1985
\vhen I arrived in San Francisco and
\ isited Hastings. Pror. Riegger encouraged me and gave me a lot of
ad\ ice at that time. I miss my great
professor. I would like to pray for
him.
Thank you to Dean Prunty. Dean
Bird. Professor Whelan and many of
the faculty and staff who gave me an
opportunity to do research at
Hastings.
I hope the friendly relationship
between Hasttngs and Nihon Univer"ty continues to develop.
I will really mi,>s Hastings and San
Francisco because I will leave my
heart at Hastings and San Francisco.

If you have a chance to visit
Japan. please contact me. My address is as follows :

}OSIIO Fllkllda
Neio" 2-18-5
Hachinohe-shi, Aomori-ken
031 JAPAN

See yo u again in the near future.
SAYONARA. MATA OAI
SHIMASHOU.
Thank you.
YASUO FUKUDA
Visiting Scholar in Residence
The Odyssey of Hastings
Before settling down at the corner
of McAllister and Hyde in 1953.
Hastings College of the Law travelled from one San FranCISco location to another in an odyssey that
began at the old Pioneer Hall and
made 15 other stops that included
the old Cit) Hall. the old Temple
Emanu-EI. Cooper Medical College.
the new City Hall . two State office
buildings . and others.
This spring the Hastings Art Gallery is featuring a collection of 16
photographs documenting in chronological order all of the homes used
by Hastings from 1878to 1987. Since
1953 , Hastings home In the Civic
Center has de\eloped into a four
building campus. Photographs of
these buildings are also included in
the exhibition.

efforts to win better conditions for
political prisoners. The centerpiece
is 24 pages of photographs, and two
indices help cross-reference the
events, people. and publications.
"The Struggle Is My Life" is a
somber portrait of Mandela at work
and in priso n. But it is also an
extremely informative. well-designed
book for anyone trying to understand how the resistance movement
in South Africa has evolved. Highlr

recommended.

•

Shop The Bookstore II

HASTINGS
BOOKSTORE
We CaTTY
More Than Just Books

Association and the a,sistance of the
California Historical Society. Tem11e Emanu-EI, Gabriel Moulin Studios. and Hastings' own archives . •

L WR Instructors Hard to Hire, Keep
Continued from page I

Other law schools maintain a Pass
No Pass grading system for their
LWR courses, such as Boalt and
New College of Law.

both the teaching and grading of the
LWR classes. One former LWR professor, who taught at Hastings for 3
years. says that "it's rare to find any
program with uniformly top-notch
instructors in any field, and even
more difficult when the program
relies on practicing attorneys rather
than professional educators. But I
would suspect that the complaints
directed against LWR instructors
are no different than those directed
at professors."

Secondly, assigned projects may
vary in their difficulty. This may
occur because instructors do not see
each other often enough to talk
about specific projects. There is also
a high turnover rate and most of the
instructors have little teaching
experience.
Several suggestions have been
raised to eliminate these problems.
One, a small advisory group should
hire the professors. rather than just 2
people. Secondly, the director should
teach at least one LWR course and
have the day-to-day experience that
the faculty does. Third, faculty members should teach at least one class.
Fourth, the director could monitor
the grading by randomly selecting

Besides general teaching ability,
the lack of congruence from one section to another is reflected in two
ways. First, grading among LWR
sections is erratic. One factor is the
grading policy, which treats LWR
courses as seminars. Thus, instead of
strict grading requirements, instructors are only required to give 1/ 3 Ns
and A-'s with a median B grade.

papers from different sections and
making sure that they are graded III a
Similar manner.
As far as the program in Its entirety, a former LWR instructor says
that the program is ｾ｡､･ｱｵｴ＠
for the
demands put upon it. One of the
problems is offering first-hand experience to over 50 students."
He explained that the fundamental problem inherent in any LWR
class is that it takes a lot of time to
learn.
"The most anyone can expect
from LWR is a fundamental knowledge of the research tools. It just
doesn't happen overnight-until you
start doing it, you won't be able to
truly learn it."
For all of us who fumbled our way
through a law library during the first
weeks of law clerking. blaming our
LWR class, that statement rings
•
true.

Master of Laws
Boston University
School of Law

Attorney Nelson Mandela
Continued from page 4
tone throughout. refraining from
Ideological demogoguery; they let
the events and writings tell the story.
The book is thoughtfully constructed, comprehensi\·e. and easy to read.
The introduction provides a complete biography of Mandela and a
chronological framework for all of
the writings included. Two memoirs
written by former prisoners who
knew Mandela at Robben Island
explain Mandela's personality, relationships to other prisoners. and

noon to 2 p.m. and Wednesdays
exhibifrom II a.m. to I p.m. r ｨｩｾ＠
tion is made psosible through the
support of the Hasttngs Volunteer

The photographs will be on exhibition in our building at 200 McAllister Street from Feb. 18 to April 15.
Gallery hours are Tuesdays from

The LL. \1.

Dq.!;I·(,(,

ｂ｡ｮｫｩｾ＠

in

Lm Studit·s

A unique, multidisciplinary course of study
offering a singular educational opportunity
for lawyers who Wish to practice In thiS
dynamiC, fast growing area of speCialization
Taught by faculty of the Boston University
School of Law, management experts, and
eminent banking law attorneys. thiS Innovative program provides an exceptional blend
of Intellectual and practical education at one
of the nation's foremost law schools The
cUrriculum has been meticulously deSigned
to provide courses covering the full range of
banking law sublects and courses speCially
developed to Introduce lawyers to the legal.
economic and managerial aspects of the
financial services Industry
Applications are now belllg accepted for
full or part-time enrollment In
September 1987

For a catalol( ('ontainill!! "etail.·"
information and applicalioll fom". ,,,;It·:
Graduat{' Pro!(l'alll in Ballkin!! La" Studi.·,
Morin C{'nter for ｂ｡ｬｫｩｾ＠
La" Studi.. ,
Boston Ulli\{"',i" SdltH.1 of I..•,..
765 Conun.H1wea·lth 1\'''lIIft'
Hoston, Massal'huseu, ()ZZI:5
or ('all: ＶＱＷ

Ｏ［ ｾＵＳＭＺＨＩＲｊ＠
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Continued from pace 6
but whose potential for success in
law school is not reflected in impersonal numerical designations. Indeed. LEOP has succeeded in producing "highly trained professionals"
and perhaps more important. firstrate human belOgs.
We deplore the use of a student
newspaper as a vehicle to attack
directly or indirectly-a significant
portion of the student population.
While we recogni7e and respect the
right of individuals to express their
opinions. we feel that the use of the
Law News in this instance is an outright abuse' of editorial discretion.
We also feel that it was unfortunate that the editorial was released
the day after the nation celebrated
the birth of Dr. Martin Luther King.
Jr. In this light. it is only appropriate

HighCourt
Continued from pace I
the questions which he was asked
tended to pertain to policy POlOtS.
and he stated that he was particularly impressed with the level of
preparation of the justices.
When asked about their impressions of the Court chamber Itself.
both McCall and Johnston commented that the actual room In
which the proceed lOgs took place
was "awe-inspIring" McCall said
that he now understands what it
meant when he heard it said that
being in the Supreme Court made
you "feel like you're a part of
histor ."
•

that we end this letter with a quote
from Dr. King; "There is little hope
for us until we become tough-minded
enough to break loose from the
shackles of prejudice. half-truths.
and downright ignorance."
A/PLSA, BALSA, LA RAZA ,
NALSA and ODLSA

To The Editor:
Dr. Martin Luther KingJr.'s birthday exists both as a symbol of hope
and as a source of intellectual pacification for the proclaimed "liberal"
mind. Now that Dr. King's memory
receives "official" recognition , we
believe. surely the ignorance he
fought against no longer pervades
our society; if the government gives
such apparent credence to Dr. King,
surely our nation (for its salvation)
now turns toward his ideals. Even as
the shadows of Howard Beach and
Forsyth County loomed over our
newest holiday, many individuals in
the U.S. no doubt remained optimiStic and simultaneously contented
that Dr King's dream somehow
lives. Amidst this naive complacency.
the viewpoint expressed in the Jan.
13 Law News editorial acted well to
illustrate the troubled truth about
just how far we have not come. despite the celebrated work of Dr KlOg.
Inadvertantly or not. the Law
"Iews editorial staff continually succeeds in bringing to light the fact that
lor all of our proressed progressions.
no matter how "advanced" we wish
to perceive ourselves as a society or a
nation there still eXists the most

base. vulgar reaction within us. When
we speak of overt racism we hear
ourselves say. "well. that happened
in the deep South: or "Howard
Beach is an aberration ." We console
ourselves with the misperception that
at least within the "learned" areas of
our nation. such reaction and lack of
understanding and compassion no
longer pervade. The Law ews editorial majority and the now (mercIfully) failing Reagan revolution
prove, however, that even the "most
advanced nation on Earth" and especially its "intellectuals") maintains
a dark side, and things can really get
ugly when the gloves and guise of
social responsibility are efficiently
removed .
Similar to the idealogues wlthlO
the current presidential administration, the Law ews editorials that
I've bewilderingly experienced apparently attempt to subvert the
Superego's sense of decency by convincing us that it's OK to let our
social, political. and economic Ids
take over "Law schools are not
IOstruments of SOCial change: we
are told . and our socially destructive.
self-preserving. instinctual side believes it. The Law News editorial
which so Ignorantly discussed Affirmative Action at Hastings ashamedly chimed With the "hlspers of selfinterest and Darwinian dogma from
the farthest reaches of our supposedly buried Jim Crow past. Is thiS truly
the opinion of some law students 10
19871
To some people at Hastings . the

Knowing the Law
Is Half the Battle ...
•••

Page II

homogenelt} no doubt appear sed uctlve and appealing. White South
Africans liked these ideas so much
that they built a nail on on them.
As long as the La w 1\ ews
insists upon espousmg such reactionary ideas. bringing our society'S
most deleterious instincts to the surface. let us hope that "e can Identify
them and deal With them correctl}.
eventually elimmatlOg them and
aVOiding their destructive
consequences.
Raymond Bolanos
First Year

Mandatory
Attendance

To The Editor:
I am writing to take issue with a
statement appeanng 10 Sharon Meieran's article concerning the on-ampus
IntefVIewprocess: 1'1=.. -Hastings generally does not have a mandatory attendance policy ." I beg to differ The
Hastings AcademiC Regulations pro\ ide 10 relevant part as follows.
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Continued from pace J
California General Services
Department.
A unique aspect of the new buildIng \\ould be the construction or a
plan over the load 109 dock area on
the west side of 200 McAllister. This
plan \\ould adjom the second floor
cafeteria and provide an outdoor
facillt) with greener). water fountains. and tables" ith umbrellas for
eating.
The pla7a IS to be named after
Patricia Dolter. the Dean\executl\e
a,slstan:. who IS 10 charge of the
West Block development. Doher was
directly responsible for inclusion 01
the plan in the final architectural
plans.
Dean Prunty indicated that no
state funds \\ill be available for the
com,truction of the building. and the
school "III rely on bond ISSUes to
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Slegers Answers to Essay and Mult,-ChOlce
Questions senes 'IV I demonstrato how to wr d
supenor answers and correctly 8I"SWer n"'utttple·
chOtCe questions Each work conta ns
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A detailed descnpbOfl 01 ｾｯＮＬ＠
to allOid !he
examwnt!ng errors which conSIstently
plague [<lSI· year students

25 hypolt1el<:a1 essay problems and model

answers
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100 rm; pIe-choce queSbons and deta>led
explanations lor the correct and .ncorrect
choces
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402 Regular allene/once IS defilled as commenclIlg class allendance
1\ hen Ihe course h('gllls alld ,'on/lnllll1g regular allmdallle IhroughOUI Ihl' course_
This pollc) IS consistent "Ith ABA
accreditation tandards Sanctions for violation Include being dropped from the class (and perhaps
lOSing unit reqUired for gradualion) or a grade of-F" (see AcademiC
Regulations 404-406). Absence does
not necessarily make a professor's
heart gro" fonder
If an) student has further quesllons
regarding the attendance pohc}. please
stop by Room 336. 200 McAllister .
Dean Lathrope or I Will be pleased
to provide enlightenment.
Gail Boreman Bird
Acting Academic Dean

West Block Expansion

Successfully applying it to
your exams is the other half!

401. Regular and punclual claH
allt'lIe/ance i.1 a prereqlllsile 10 salis/auion 0/ Ihe residena reqlllr('-

246 McAllISter Street
San FranciSco 94102
14151861-9728
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underwrite the estimated $30-40 mlllion pnce. ProVided there IS a minImum of litigation against construction by the Cit}. and the Board
adoph the plan. ｧｲｯｵｮ､｢｣｡ｾｭ＠
could occur as .. oon as this summer.
1 he estimated completion time" 15
months
While antlclpatmg problems "nh
the cit) over construction or the
build mg. Dean PrUnl) sees n as a
major improvement in the Ci\lc
Center area
"With the ,tate and Federal bulldlOgs located here. the future of this
area IS clearly 10 government and
education." Prunty said
Prunty sees an Improvement of
the surround 109 area "milar to that
"hlch occurred when Hastings took
over McAllister 1 o"cr.
The administration's master plan
and Improvements to the West Block
area could bring very real change to
the Hastings community 10 the
Immediate future .
•

PASS
THE
BAR
Refine
• Study Habits
• Concentration
• Integration &
Synthesis of data
with NeurolingulsttC
Programming in a
hypnotherapeutic
context.
R. M. Dittler Ph.D
469-7003
P. O. Box 27536
San Francisco, CA
94127
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$ 75. 00 off
Regular California Course Tuition
February 2, 1987 -

March 20, 1987

contact your J/K Campus Representatives
Brigitte Bass • Beverly Craig • Jo Gates • Tina Gray • William Green
Sandra Guttman • Gary Hum • Rebecca Kleinman • Michael Lind
Edward Marks • Ana Nason • Deborah Neville • Leutrell Osborne • Alan Palter
Thomas Perea • Elizabeth Pierce • Jeff Randall • Steve Raskovich
Cathy Roche-Dolson • Aileen Stirling • Cecilia Walker
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LEGAL EDUCATIONA L CENTERS, INC.
129 Hyde Street
San Francisco , CA 94102
(415) 776-3202 or (800) 421 -4577

